Experimental Part

General Remarks
All reactions were performed under an inert atmosphere of dry nitrogen or argon with standard vacuum, Schlenk and glove-box techniques. Solvents were purified, dried and degassed prior to use by standard procedures.
[Cp*Fe(η 5 -P5)], [1] [Cp2Fe][PF6], [2] [Cp2Co], [3] [Cp2Co][PF6] [4] were synthesized following reported procedures. Commercially available chemicals (CuBr, CuBr2, CuI) were used without further purification. Solution NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 or 400 spectrometer. The corresponding ESI-MS spectra were acquired on a ThermoQuest Finnigan MAT TSQ 7000 mass spectrometer and EI-MS spectra were measured on a Finnigan MAT 95 mass spectrometer. Elemental analyses were performed on a Vario EL III apparatus. The X-Band EPR measurements were carried out with a MiniScope MS400 device with a frequency of 9.5 GHz and rectangular resonator TE102 of Magnettech GmbH.
Synthesis of [FeCp2]@[{Cp*Fe(η 5 -P5)}12(CuBr)17.3] (3)
In a Schlenk tube a green solution of [Cp*Fe(η Thereby, the phase boundary turns yellow-brownish. Already after one day at the phase boundary the formation of black rhombohedra of 3 (yet only sporadically) and of brownish plates of 2a [5] (as the main product) at the bottom can be observed. After complete diffusion the mother liquor is decanted, the crystals are washed with hexane (2  10 mL) and with CH3CN (2  10 mL) to remove residues of CH3CN (12 mL). In doing so, the phase boundary turns yellow-brownish. After one day the formation of big red-black rhombohedra of 4 (at and above the phase boundary) and a small amount of brownish plates of 2a [5] (at the bottom) can be observed. After complete diffusion the mother liquor is decanted, the crystals are washed with hexane (2  10 mL) and CH3CN (2  10 mL) to remove residues of [Cp2Co][PF6] and dried in vacuo. The only way to get pure 4 is to collect the crystals of the Schlenk wall (and not from the bottom) with a spatula and quickly dip it into a Schlenk tube with hexane. Therefore, the yield of pure 4 is always underestimated, since bigger crystals of 4 fall to the bottom due to their higher weight and are not isolated using this method.
Method B:
In a Schlenk tube a dark green solution of [Cp*Fe(η 5 -P5)] (50 mg, 0.145 mmol) and [Cp2Co] (10 mg, 0.053 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (12 mL) is layered with a green solution of CuBr2 (130 mg, 0.58 mmol) in CH3CN (14 mL). Thereby the phase boundary turns slightly yellow-brownish. After one day the formation of small crystals of 4 (at and above the phase boundary) and of brownish plates of 2a [5] (at the bottom) can be observed. After complete diffusion the mother liquor is decanted, the crystals are washed with hexane (2  10 mL) and dried in vacuo. [5] can be observed. After complete diffusion the mother liquor is decanted, the crystals are washed with hexane (3  10 mL) and dried in vacuo. . Thereby, the phase boundary turns yellow-brownish. During diffusion, the formation of small red blocks of 6 and a small amount of plates of 2b [5] can be observed. After complete diffusion the mother liquor is decanted, the crystals are washed with hexane (2  10 mL) and dried in vacuo. . Thereby the phase boundary turns yellow-brownish. Already after one day the formation of small plates of 2b [5] and once of small black crystals of 6 accompanied by the precipitation of a black powder can be observed. After complete diffusion the mother liquor is decanted, the crystals are washed with hexane (3  5 mL) and dried in vacuo. Unfortunately, all attempts to reproduce 6 in significant amounts failed, therefore no analytical data can be provided.
Negative ion ESI-MS
Yield: 6 mg (1.1 µmol, 11%) change from green to brown is observed. The solution is concentrated to 6 mL, layered with double the amount of n-hexane and stored at -30° C. After 2 days single crystals suitable for X-ray structure analysis were obtained. However this reaction contains multiple byproducts, which could not be characterized.
Therefore this synthesis is not a suitable procedure to obtain 7 and therefore no yields are given. 
C5(CH3)5).
X-ray Structure Analysis
General Remarks
Crystals of 3-6 were taken from a Schlenk flask under a stream of argon and immediately covered with mineral oil or perfluorinated Fomblin® mineral oil to prevent both decomposition and a loss of solvent. The quickly chosen single crystals covered by a drop of the oil were taken to the pre-centered goniometer head with CryoMount® and directly attached to the diffractometer into a stream of cold nitrogen. X-ray diffraction studies faced many challenges, since the crystals have relatively small size and decompose rapidly losing solvent molecules. The diffraction power of crystals was very low, and the collection of data at high theta angles required high exposure times.
The data for 3-5 were collected on an Agilent Technologies diffractometer equipped with a Titan S2 CCD detector and a SuperNova CuK microfocus source using 0.5 ω scans. The data for 6 were collected on an Agilent Technologies diffractometer equipped with an Atlas CCD detector and a SuperNova CuK microfocus source using 1 ω scans. Crystallographic data and details of the diffraction experiments are given in Table S1 . The structures were solved by direct methods with SIR97, [6] SHELX97 or SHELX2013. [7] The structures were refined by full-matrix least-squares method against F  2 in anisotropic approximation using SHELXL97 or the multiprocessor and variable memory version SHELXL2013. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, while the hydrogen atoms were refined riding on pivot atoms.
In every supramolecule of 3-6 some positions of CuBr and CuI, respectively, are partly vacant indicated by enlarged displacement parameters. The occupancies for these positions were refined with fixed isotropic Uiso similar to the average Uiso (usually 0.03-0.04 Å -2 ) for the fully occupied heavy atoms in the corresponding structure. The constraints on the Cu and Br displacement parameters were then removed and anisotropic approximation was used for the further refinement.
The Cp2Fe guest molecule in 3 is disordered. In the presence of large amount of heavy atoms (Cu, P, Br, Fe), not all the positions of C atoms of the guest molecule were found in the difference Fourier map.
Therefore, the occupation factor of the guest molecule was assigned according of the s.o.f. of Fe, which is fully occupied (Fig. S2 ).
Some solvent molecules in 3-7 could be located from the difference Fourier map. The solvent molecules in most cases are disordered and their molecular occupancy factors were refined using the FVAR instruction of SHELX with isotropic displacement parameters fixed at Uiso = 0.05 Å X-ray diffraction experiment for 4 was measured at 10 K at the DESY PETRA III synchrotron (beamline P11) to give unit cell constants a=20.481(4), b=21.480(1), c=32.687(1) Å, =78.53(1), =87.027(7), =73.773(14)°. [8] Data collection and reduction was performed XDS software. [9] The model received for 4 the X-ray experiment at in-house diffractometer was used to refine the structure. The refinement was carried out to the residuals (R1=0.0695, wR2= 0.2289, GooF = 1.059). We observed no ordering of the guest Cp2Co + cation, instead even more complicated disorder was observed during the refinement for the outersphere Cp2Co + cations, which now also involved the disorder of the cobalt atom. As the experiment proved no ordering taking place, the fact that no specific interactions are responsible for the host-guest interactions is stated. For the reason of lack of any new information the results of the refinement are not reported.
In 6 some P atoms, two per each cyclo-P5 ligand, are disordered over two positions at a distance of about 
Additional Information and Figures for the structure of 3
There are two independent supramolecules in the asymmetric cell, one of them occupies an inversion center ( Figure S1a ), the other -3 position ( Figure S1b ). a b Figure S1 . Enumeration scheme in 3 (cf . Table S3 
Additional Information and Figures for the structure of 4
Structural formula from X-ray data:
The Table S4 ). 
Additional Information and Figures for the structure of 5
Structural formula from X-ray data: parent fragment {Cu4I5} -is therefore reduced to {Cu2I4} 2- the fragments {Cu4I5} -and {Cu4I5(MeCN)} -are disordered in ratio 0.1:0.9 Figure S4 . Enumeration scheme in 5a (cf Table S5 ) Figure S5 . Enumeration scheme in 5b (cf Table S5 ) 
Additional Information and Figures for the structure of 6
Two alternatives for the interior of the supramolecule 6 can be considered. The supramolecule contains three similar disordered fragments, each involving two Cp*Fe(η 4 -P5) units in an envelope conformation. These units are bridged by a light atom, presumably by oxygen or nitrogen. The presence of the former can be explained by the presence of the traces of O2 or water (despite of the fact that the reaction was performed in dry inert atmosphere), the latter by the presence of some amines in the acetonitrile, used as a solvent. Both alternatives would explain observed problems with reproducibility and low yields of 6. Allowing small amounts of water in the system, the compound 6 has not been reproduced. Yet, oxygen and nitrogen atomic sorts cannot be distinguished in the X-ray diffraction experiment. 2-is single atom, it has no geometrical restrictions to fit the space available in rather small cavity of the supramolecule. The NH 2-alternatively requires more space to accommodate H atoms. However, the distances X…X of 3.42-3.48Å provide enough space for NH-groups with tetrahedral coordination of NP2HE center, where E is a lone pair (Figure S 7b) . Therefore, this geometrical criterion fails, and both alternatives are still possible.
In our group, we have met similar structural fragments before. 
